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Enter your email address to subscribe to
this blog and receive notifications of new
posts by email.India is the world’s largest
food importer, with at least a fifth of its
overall imports coming from the US. In a
bid to reduce its trade deficit with the
world’s largest economy, India has warned
it might raise import duties on American
products such as corn and soybeans, a
move that would be a politically risky move
for New Delhi and could trigger retaliatory
measures. “We will look at the entire range
of issues which are in front of us,” India’s
Commerce Minister Piyush Goyal told
reporters in New Delhi on Monday. “We are
looking at the possibility of tariff hikes as
well.” India is the world’s largest food
importer, with at least a fifth of its overall
imports coming from the US. New Delhi
wants to lower imports from the US, a
major supplier of energy and a key market
for Indian IT services, a top source of
growth for the country. The country’s trade
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deficit with the US rose 19.52 percent to
$20.5 billion in the first five months of the
current fiscal year. The figure in the April-
June period was the highest since 2014.
India’s stockpiling of up to $8 billion of
grain is a direct response to rising oil
prices, which have widened the trade
deficit, increasing the country’s reliance on
imports. India has moved away from a
previously drafted US-initiated framework
for a trade pact, known as the “permanent
normalisation of ties” (PNTR). Most of the
US, which is New Delhi’s third largest
trading partner, has been cool towards the
idea since Prime Minister Narendra Modi
came to power, after the two countries
pulled out of the proposed deal. “Instead of
moving towards a trade agreement, we are
moving in the opposite direction,” Goyal
said. India has been a target of trade war-
like rhetoric from US President Donald
Trump. Earlier this year, Goyal said India
would not be rushed into a trade pact with
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the United States. “It will be done only
when we are 100 percent ready,” he said.
“We are prepared to reach out to
Washington and make this happen when
the time is ripe.”Q: How does delete
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download all the software that you need for
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Using the same cursor for different tables

in the same query I have a query that
needs to return all the information

contained in table1, table2, table3 and
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table4. If I run the query at the prompt, this
works fine: SELECT tbl.col1, tbl.col2,

tbl.col3, tbl.col4 FROM table1 tbl LEFT JOIN
table2 tbl2 ON tbl2.fk = tbl.pk LEFT JOIN
table3 tbl3 ON tbl3.fk = tbl.pk LEFT JOIN

table4 tbl4 ON tbl4.fk = tbl.pk; However, if
I create the following in my stored

procedure, create proc xyz as BEGIN select
tbl.col1, tbl.col2, tbl.col3, tbl.col4 FROM

table1 tbl LEFT JOIN table2 tbl2 ON tbl2.fk
= tbl.pk LEFT JOIN table3 tbl3 ON tbl3.fk =
tbl.pk LEFT JOIN table4 tbl4 ON tbl4.fk =

tbl.pk; END; the query does not return any
information. I have tried the following, but
it does not work CREATE PROCEDURE xyz
as BEGIN set nocount on; select tbl1.col1,
tbl1.col2, tbl1.col3, tbl1.col4 into #tab1
from table1 tbl1 set nocount off; select

tbl2.col1, tbl2.col2, tbl2.col3, tbl2.col4 into
#tab2
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3D rendering software is one of the vital
digital modeling tools thatÂ .// //

detail/impl/winrt_async_op.ipp // ~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ //
// Copyright (c) 2003-2015 Christopher M.
Kohlhoff (chris at kohlhoff dot com) // //
Distributed under the Boost Software

License, Version 1.0. (See accompanying //
file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at // #ifndef B
OOST_ASIO_DETAIL_IMPL_WINRT_ASYNC_O
P_IPP #define BOOST_ASIO_DETAIL_IMPL_W
INRT_ASYNC_OP_IPP #if defined(_MSC_VER)
&& (_MSC_VER >= 1200) # pragma once

#endif // defined(_MSC_VER) &&
(_MSC_VER >= 1200) #include #include
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#if defined(BOOST_ASIO_HAS_BOOST_DAT
E_TIME) # include #endif // defined(BOOST
_ASIO_HAS_BOOST_DATE_TIME) #include

namespace boost { namespace asio {
namespace detail { winrt_async_op::winrt_
async_op(function_type complete_function)
: boost::asio::detail::winrt_async_op_base(c

omplete_function), next_(0), func_(0),
io_executor_(0) { } void

winrt_async_op::start() { if (next_) { hend_
= boost::asio::detail::addressof(next_);

BOOST_ASIO_
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